
Developing Literacy at 
Bassaleg School
Miss A Chase

Aim: Raising awareness of resources that parents/guardians 
can use at home to help overcome the literacy barriers that 
most commonly hinder our pupils’ progress at Bassaleg.  



What is your 
opinion?

• I know what literacy is

• Literacy takes place in English lessons

• Spelling, punctuation and grammar are the main parts of 

literacy

• If everyone could spell and write accurately, we would not 

have any literacy problems

• My child can vary their talk to suit different contexts 

• I know how to help my child develop their literacy skills at 

home



Our Literacy Aims 19-20:

- Improving the quality of pupils’ talk

- Improving the quality of pupils’ written accuracy 

(SPaG)

- Developing pupils’ independence and resilience



How many of these subjects are not communicated 
via speaking, listening, reading or writing?

English

History Geography

Welsh

MFL

Science

Music

Art

Drama

Maths

PE

D&T
RS

ICT



English = 7/50 
lessons (14% of our 

fortnightly 
timetable)

Other subjects = 
43/50 lessons (86% 
of our fortnightly 

timetable)



Developing high quality oracy.



“Over 20 major international 
studies make it clear that the 

quality of talk within a 
classroom raises standards”

Prof. Robin Alexander

"Leaving education without 
adequate speaking skills is a 

serious blight on young people's 
lives & a major handicap when 

they're looking for work."

Katja Hall, D. Director

‘Talk is the most powerful 
tool of communication in 

the classroom and is 
fundamentally central to 
the acts of teaching and 

learning.’

Professor Frank Hardman

On average, teachers do 90% of 
the talking with individual 

students saying approximately 
four words per lesson 

R. Page



STRANDS OF ORACY (VOICE 21 MODEL)

Social Cognitive Linguistic Physical
Engaging with the 
people around you; 
knowing you have 
the right to speak

- Guiding 
interactions

- Turn-taking
- Listening actively 

and responding 
appropriately

- Self-assurance
- Audience 

awareness

The deliberate 
application of 
thought to what 
you’re saying

- Content
- Structure
- Clarifying
- Self-regulation
- Reasoning

Knowing which 
words and phrases 
to use, and using 
them appropriately

- Vocabulary
- Language
- Rhetorical 

techniques

Making yourself 
heard; using your 
voice and body as an 
instrument

- Pace
- Tone
- Gestures
- Posture
- Facial expressions
- Eye contact



Articulate!



If we allow our pupils to ‘opt out’ of 
talking we are, essentially, allowing them 

to opt out of learning. 



SPaG: Spelling, punctuation and grammar

Proof Reading/Marking Codes
Sp
P
C
//
~
^
*
-->
?
#

Spelling
Punctuation
Capital Letter
Paragraph
Grammar
Insert missing word/letter(s)
Positives
Targets
A question from your teacher/peer
A response is needed from you

Our learners should be 
encouraged to take 

responsibility for editing 
and correcting their own 
work - in every subject.



Supporting pupils with SPaG, but 
encouraging independence/resilience.
An example:

Apostrophes!



• If something is owned by more than one person/thing, add the 
apostrophe after the s:

     The girl’s shoes – means that there is one girl
     The girls’ shoes – means that there is more than one girl
• If something is owned by a person, add an ‘s after their name:
     Lauren’s pen – means that Lauren owns the pen
• If the person’s name already ends in s, just add the apostrophe:
     James’ pen – still means that James owns the pen
• If more than one person owns something, just add ‘s after the last 

person’s name:
     Lewis, John and Isaac’s day had been terrible – means that the day
     belongs to all three of them
• We never use apostrophes for plural words unless something 

belongs to them
• ‘Its’ is an exception to the possession rules – you only need an 

apostrophe if it is supposed to read: ‘it is’

With so many rules, 
it is no wonder many 
of our pupils struggle 
with the apostrophe!



The circle method: circle 
who/what owns the next 

word. The apostrophe 
needs to go on the outside 

of the circle.

The boys foot 

The boy’s foot 

The pupils faces
The pupils’ faces



So, if pupils are unsure about the apostrophe, they need 
to ask themselves the following questions:

• Have I contracted two words/are there letters missing?
• Does the next word belong to it?
• Is it just a plural word?
• Its/It’s - is it supposed to say ‘it is’? 

Then, circle the owner to determine where the 
apostrophe is needed.



If you saw the following sentences in your child’s 
homework, how could you guide them to address 
their use of apostrophes?

1. The girls shoes fell off while she was on the 
rollercoaster!

2. The boys face’s were a picture as they plummeted 
down the biggest drop.

3. Her mums’ bag was left safely on a table.
4. His friend’s ice cream looked delicious.
5. The rollercoaster’s safety rules were all the same.



Games to build 
vocabulary

Longword:

H       n
D       r
S       t

Lipograms:

Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall

First word - last word
First letter - last letter



Encouraging independent and resilient 
readers.

An example:



Strategies to get ‘unstuck’

‘The man strolled bliply down the street, 
humming gently to himself.’

• But, what does ‘bliply’ mean?

Word Sounds like it 
could mean …

Reading on 
makes me 
think …

Other clues in 
the sentence 
make me think 
…

The rest of the 
paragraph 
suggests it 
could mean ...

Vocabulary chart
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